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Hahnemuhle FineArt Baryta Satin: Vivid 

and detailed both in color & black&white 

with a subtle glow. 

 

Introduction 

Hahnemühle  is quite active introducing new media. On the PhotoKina of 2014 the Hahnemuhle FineArt 

Baryta Satin 300gr/m2 was announced as a new paper in their FineArt line-up: 

 

 
 

 

FineArt Baryta Satin is a barite paper with a white and satin-gloss surface. The amount of barium 

sulphate in the coating in conjunction with a micro porous ink receiver layer provides exceptional image 

results with large colour space and intensive colouring. FineArt Baryta Satin enables extremely deep 

blacks (Dmax), excellent image sharpness and is perfect for black-and-white photography. 
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High colour density and brilliance ensure an outstanding sharpness of details to achieve high-resolution 

and vivid images for photography and reproductions. The 100% α-Cellulose paper is acid free and meets 

the requirements for longevity according to ISO 9706. 

 

 

Available in the following formats: 

Din A4:  25 pieces 

Din A3:  25 pieces 

Din A3+:  25 pieces 

Din A2:  25 pieces 

 

17”- 12m -  3” core 

24”- 12m -  3” core 

36”- 12m -  3” core 

44”- 12m -  3” core 

 

The introduction to the market has taken some time due to production issues, but is now in production. 

Just recently I received some sheets to test, without any restrictions or influencing from Hahnemühle: 

Chapeau Hahnemühle. 

On to the test. 

 

Test approach 

My test approach is along two tracks: 

1/ Measurements 

2/ Personal subjective experience 

 

 

For the measurement approach the endresult is a quality report by an independent party: ColorCheck-

Online. The steps followd include: Fining the right printer set up or calibration (media type, settings like 

thickness and ink density) by measuring printed wedges and patterns and deciding on the calibration to 

apply. 

For the subjective personal experience i look at: experience when holding in my hands, the smell and 

what is the experience i have when looking at prints on this paper and this with different lighting 

conditions. What is the sense of depth, for me a very important quality criterion, other than that the 

blacks, the detailing (sharpness), the tone, any bronzing, etc. The prints for this test are made with the 

profile I generated myself as part of this review. 
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Used printers, software, computers, measuring charts and images/photos: 

 Printers: Epson Stylus Pro 4900, Epson stylus Pro 9900 

 Measurements: X-Rite i1 Pro2 plus iProfiler 1.5.7 en Colorport 2.0 software 

 Software: Adobe Lightroom 5.7.1  for printing; Docbees Profile Manager, QTR and Colorthink Pro 

for evaluating  profiles and measurements. 

 Measurement charts: ColorCheck-Online meetkaart and the N51 grey-wegde of Northlight-

Images.co.uk (http://www.northlight-images.co.uk/article_pages/bw_printing/bw-print-

correction.html) 

 Test images: Digital Outback Photo Printer Evaluation Image 

(http://www.outbackphoto.com/printinginsights/pi049/essay.html) , and for black&white the 

test image of Northlight-Images.co.uk(http://www.northlight-

images.co.uk/article_pages/bw_printing/bw-print-correction.html) 

 Computer: Windows 7, Nec PA271WA monitor and Spectraview monitor calibration and 

profiling. 

 Test images for subjective  experience: a series of photos: portrait, landscape, black&white, city-

scapes, etc. 

 

  

http://www.outbackphoto.com/printinginsights/pi049/essay.html
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Testresults-Measurements 

A set of measurement prints are made, here an impression of these prints:  

 
 

 

For the printer calibration i decided on media type Premium Luster Photo Paper 260 with a paper 

thickness of 4 (0.4mm) and a color density of +5%. With these settings the paper profile was made. 

 

Optical Brighteners 

Short message here, the Hahnemühle FineArt Baryta Satin 300gr/m2 does not contain optical 

brighteners. 
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Profiling results 

With the paper profile created a testprint is made with the ColorCheck-Online wedge and the N51 Grey 

wedge. For printing Lightroom 5.7.1 is used with “Relative” as rendering intent. Here are the results of 

both measurements: 

CCO rapport: 
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N51 rapport:  

  
 

The testresults are without a doubt excellent. The tone response from white to black is almost textbook 

linear. The hue and saturation deviations are very small and on the limits of visually noticeable. 
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Personal subjective experience with this paper: 

For the subjective experience I looked at the following aspects: 

- How does the paper feel when held in my hands? 

- How does it smell? 

- What is the experience when looking at the printed image? 

- What are the claims of the manufacturer? 

 

For this part of the test I was limited in the number of prints, I did not receive enough sheets. So I only 

printed a few images which to me are essential: 

 
 

The prints are evaluated under different lighting conditions. 

 

First of all how does this paper feel, how does it smell, what dos the surface look like: 

The paper does have a (nice) smeel, but not a particularly barium-sulphate smell. It feels firm, which is 

normal for an alpha-cellulose paper of 300gr/m2. The print-side feels less smooth than the backside 

which is relatively smooth actually. 

The print surface has a light yet smooth texture without a noticeable direction. The reflection is 

characterized by Hahnemühle as satin. Unprinted it appears more like matte. Where ink is laid down the 

gloss is indeed satin.   In the black-white dimension it is very constant up to light grey, from there on the 

paper gloss , being more matte, starts to take over, which is obvious. 

Also with the different colors, the satiny gloss is quite constant, except for the Vivid Light Magenta. This 

color shows in the light range, just before the paper gloss takes over, a certain increase in glossiness, 
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which is characteristic for the Epson HDR (K3) inks. This is actually only visible under extreme viewing 

angles and with feathering lighting. 

 

The printed image is visually very accessible, very easy to observe. Details in dark areas remain very 

good visible, and the detail-sharpness is fine indeed. Colors are presented vividly, a nice deep black is 

reached without blocking of details down into the deep blacks. Also in the highlights details remain 

nicely visible. Very fine details remain visible, quite remarkable actually given the lightly textured 

surface. The natural white of the paper, very light creamy, gives a nice and subtle gloss to the image. 

 

 

An impression of the print-surface: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Wrap up and conclusion 

The Hahnemühle FineArt Baryta Satin 300gr/m2 is a very nice Fine Art paper with a light texture in the 

surface so characteristic for Fine Art papers. The reproduction of colors is very fine indeed, the tone 

curve almost ideal. From the highlights down into the deep blacks the details remain very visible with a 
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high detail-sharpness. The sense of depth or 3-dimensionality is very good. The paper white has a light 

creamy color, which adds a fine and subtle glow to the printed image. 

 

 

Conclusion: A beautiful Fine Art paper with a lively and very nice and fine reproduction of colors and 

black&white with a nice and subtle glow on top. 

 

 

 

Profile of Fine Art Printing Specialist 

As Fine Art Printing Specialist i support you - photographers and artists - in the last stretch from a 

perfect digital image on screen to the “WOW” of your customers: the physical experience of a Fine Art 

print. 

 

As Fine Art Printing Specialist i bring your digital artwork to life. As a result the observer can so to speak 

immerse into the image. As such it completes the experience, emotions and associations of the 

observer. Which is what you as photographer or artist had in mind.  

 

My contribution to the WOW of the obeserver of the Fine Art Print is based on: 

 Structurally the highest possible print quality: for you an assurance you can rely on. 

 The largest choice of types of paper: allows this unique combination with your image. 

 The 1-on-1 with you- photographers and artists - : towards the WOW of your customers. 

 

 

Jan R. Smit Fine Art Printing Specialist 

Tel: +31 6 22411679 

Email: print@fineartprintingspecialist.nl 

Website: www.fineartprintingspecialist.nl 

 

mailto:print@fineartprintingspecialist.nl
http://www.fineartprintingspecialist.nl/

